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Nature photographer to open unique handmade business

Reno, Nevada, August 7, 2017 (Newswire.com) - Are you
stuck inside all day, feeling trapped? Do you wish you were
outdoors soaking in stunning scenery? Marla Kirschbaum,
owner and photographer of the newly established Mika Skye

Photography, is here to assist.

Mika Skye Photography, a small, local business that brings you breathtaking ‘nature
photography with a handcrafted twist’, announces it is ready to open its online shop. The
entrepreneur behind this venture takes pride in her ability to provide handcrafted and one-
of-a-kind nature art products. Her passion and dedication to generating quality photos and
products are apparent in every piece of nature art. 

Mika Skye Photography’s grand opening will be this August 7th, “We are thrilled that we are
set to open our online shop soon. This launch will reveal our signature product line The
Rustic Collection”, says the owner.

All Mika Skye products are 100% handcrafted on-site. Meaning, everything is made in their
shop to give its customers truly handcrafted nature art products, featuring Mika Skye’s very
own nature photos. Their goal is for people to feel the sheer joy and freedom associated
with being outdoors when they lack the opportunity to get there. "Having worked in a cubicle
for several years, I always turned to images of nature to help alleviate my stress; I hope to do
the same for others."

The finished art product contains photos printed on premium archival photo canvas, which
is then adhered to a polished sheet of corrugated metal for a sleek look. All products are
then completed with an upcycled frame made out of local fence boards or pallet wood. You
will love the innovative beehive hangers that are mounted on the back of the completed
product. This unique hardware ensures that customers can easily hang the artwork right out
of the box.

Mark your calendars for August 7  when Mika Skye Photography officially opens its virtualth
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doors to their online shop. They can also be found on Facebook and Instagram, so be sure
to visit one of the links below to experience impressive 100% handcrafted, nature art. 

Contact Mika Skye at 775-964-8877 or email at info@mikaskyephotography.com

https://www.mikaskyephotography.com/

https://www.facebook.com/MikaSkyePhotography/

https://www.instagram.com/mikaskyephotography/
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